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We present an analysis of the electron dynamics during rapid island merging in
asymmetric magnetic reconnection. We consider a doubly periodic system with two
asymmetric transitions. The upper layer is an asymmetric Harris sheet of finite
width perturbed initially to promote a single reconnection site. The lower layer is a
tangential discontinuity that promotes the formation of many X-points, separated by
rapidly merging islands. Across both layers the magnetic field and the density have
a strong jump, but the pressure is held constant.
Our analysis focuses on the consequences of electron energization during island coa-
lescence. We focus first on the parallel and perpendicular components of the electron
temperature to establish the presence of possible anisotropies and non-gyrotropies.
Thanks to the direct comparison between the two different layers simulated, we can
distinguish three main types of behavior characteristic of three different regions of
interest. The first type represents the regions where traditional asymmetric recon-
nections take place without involving island merging. The second type of regions
instead show reconnection events between two merging islands. Finally, the third
regions identifies the regions between two diverging island and where typical signa-
ture of reconnection is not observed. Electrons in these latter regions additionally
show a flat-top distribution resulting from the saturation of a two-stream instability
generated by the two interacting electron beams from the two nearest reconnection
points. Finally, the analysis of agyrotropy shows the presence of a distinct double
structure laying all over the lower side facing the higher magnetic field region. This
structure becomes quadrupolar in the proximity of the regions of the third type.
The distinguishing features found for the three types of regions investigated provide
clear indicators to the recently launched Magnetospheric Multiscale NASA mission
(MMS) for investigating magnetopause reconnection involving multiple islands.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic reconnection is a multi-scale non-linear process occurring in plasmas. It is
believed to be responsible for explosive events occurring in space which ultimately result in
large release of energy1,2. Examples are solar flares and geomagnetic substorms, as well as
processes in laboratory plasma devices, such as, sawtooth disruption occurring in confined
fusion plasma.
Kinetic studies of reconnection uncovered important aspects missed by previous reduced
models3. However, the majority of the literature deals with symmetric conditions, relevant
for example to the Earth magnetotail4–6.
Other interesting reconnecting sites present instead strong asymmetries in density, tem-
perature and magnetic field. This is the case at the dayside magnetopause, where the shocked
solar wind in the magnetosheath comes in contact with the magnetospheric plasma. In this
region, density drops a factor of ten to thirty between the two sides, while the magnetic field
increases around three times7–9.
Simulations under asymmetric conditions yield peculiar results. It has been already
established that plasmoids growing during reconnection tend to mainly swell toward the
weakest magnetic field side due to a lower magnetic resistance from the local field10,11.
Further interesting properties are the X-line drift, and the displacement between the X-
line and stagnation point, which leads to an unusual net plasma flow through the null point.
These latter processes are mainly governed by energy and mass fluxes. Due to a magnetic flux
imbalance between the two sides, corresponding to a magnetic pressure ∝ vB2 imbalance,
the X-line is always displaced toward the weakest field region. Conversely, the stagnation
point is shifted toward the side with the smallest mass flux, which is ∝ ρB. Moreover,
when a guide field is present, the X-line experiences a lateral drift caused by the electron
diamagnetic velocity12,13. When the relative ion-electron drift approaches the Alfve´n speed,
the magnetic reconnection rate is reported to be strongly reduced or even suppressed13.
These properties have been studied either using an MHD approach10,12,14,15 or kinetic
codes11,13,16,17, as well as through observations8,9,18. Important scaling analysis between
macroscopic quantities have been derived theoretically by Cassak and Shay 10,15 , and con-
firmed with MHD simulations10,14,15, as well as with kinetic simulations17. Although origi-
nally derived from Sweet-Parker model for collisional plasmas, this conclusion still holds for
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the collisionless plasmas in asymmetric configuration, as no assumptions on the dissipation
mechanism were effectively required.
MHD approaches have been a very successful method in assessing the plasma behavior for
large macroscopic scales. A kinetic approach (e.g. a Particle-in-Cell (PIC))19–21, is however
essential to fully understand the physics responsible for the dissipative effects involved in
reconnection. On the other hand, high resolution kinetic simulations of small scales are very
computational demanding. The kinetic effects on reconnection are well-established to occur
in two nested regions, namely in the outer ion diffusion region (as thick as the ion skin depth
∼ di) and the inner reconnection site (also called the electron diffusion region, as thick as
the electron skin depth ∼ de)22. These thicknesses are modified in presence of guide field
but the two-scale structure still holds23.
This issue may be resolved in multiple ways. Advanced PIC methods, such as the recently
developed Multi-Level Multi-Domain (MLMD) method24–26, may be used to locally resolve
the electron scales, while the bigger part of the domain is solved at the ion scales with limited
costs. The latter is the approach we follow in our analysis of specific electron dynamics in
asymmetric magnetic reconnection.
Direct observations of the electron diffusion region at the magnetopause have been re-
ported in Mozer, Bale, and Phan 8 and Tang et al. 27 , where the presence of a relevant parallel
electric fields have been also observed.
All these studies have focused on a single isolated reconnection site. The present work
focuses, instead, on the dynamics of the electrons during rapid islands coalescence, in pres-
ence of multiple reconnection sites. Two areas are of special interest: the islands themselves
and the reconnection regions between them. Among the latter, it is of critical importance to
distinguish three distinct categories, presenting the occurrence of vastly different processes.
The first type is observed to have the properties of the asymmetric reconnection mentioned
above, similar to the case of a single isolated reconnection site. The second type shows re-
connection to occur in vertical (i.e. rotated by 90 degrees with respect to the current sheet
where the islands develop) conditions between the internal closed field lines of two merging
islands. Finally the third type show the conditions of two diverging islands with no ongoing
reconnection.
Formation of reconnection sites is directly linked with the concept of magnetic islands.
In 2D and 2.5D (i.e. two spatial dimensions but three vector components) approaches,
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magnetic islands are formed by the union of two neighboring reconnection outflows. In 3D,
in contrast, the definition of magnetic islands is typically extended as magnetic flux ropes.
Necessary conditions for magnetic islands to form is the presence of multiple reconnection
points, which are in turn the result of multiple local collapses of the current sheet due to
the tearing instability. Magnetic islands are moreover thought to be an important source
of acceleration for the particles eventually trapped within them28,29. Given the profound
difference in the reconnection outflows evolution between the symmetric and asymmetric
case, magnetic islands in the latter will accordingly show different features in growing with
respect to the former, such as the asymmetric outflow swelling and the possible drift of the
X-line towards the side with the most favorable conditions. So far, most of the studies of the
electron dynamics in magnetic islands using simulations have been performed by considering
either ad-hoc initial profiles including a uniform and regular series of multiple islands (e.g.
Pritchett 30,31) or pure symmetric conditions (e.g. Drake et al. 29 , Oka et al. 28), while the
structure of the islands in asymmetric case has been recently studied by Huang et al. 32 . The
work presented here instead takes a different approach by investigating the electron dynamics
during violent and largely irregular islands merging under extreme asymmetric conditions,
following the entire evolution starting from initial formation of multiple reconnection sites.
In order to study this process, two different initial conditions are considered in two
different initial current sheets, positioned one above the other at a sufficient distance to
avoid cross talk. The upper current sheet considers the hyperbolic profiles normally used
in the literature (e.g. Quest and Coroniti 33 , Pritchett 11 ), while the lower current sheet
is meant to analyze the same asymmetric conditions in presence of a very steep gradient.
Given its more rapid evolution, the lower current sheet allows us to investigate the physical
conditions of island merging while comparing with more conventional conditions observed
in the upper layer.
The results shown here uncover new important features of reconnection at the magne-
topause. The results are especially timely since the recently launched NASA Magnetospheric
Multiscale Mission (MMS) will soon begin its activity by exploring first the magnetopause,
looking especially for the regions of electrons dissipation discussed in the present paper.
MMS has unprecedented resolution at the electron scales suggesting to focus our research
especially on electron features.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II describes the initial conditions used in the
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simulation. Section III gives an overview of the overall results with specific focus on the
principal properties of the asymmetric reconnection and the explanation of the approach used
in the subsequent sections IV and V. The former describes the conditions in the reconnection
regions and the separatrices, whereas the latter gives more details concerning the situation
within coalescing islands. Finally, conclusions will be summarized in section VI.
II. INITIAL CONDITIONS AND SIMULATION FEATURES
All simulations are performed using the fully kinetic massively parallel implicit Particle-
in-Cell code iPIC3D34, which allows us to simulate large domains at a reasonable computa-
tional time. In fact, simulations done with the Implicit Moment35 are not required to satisfy
the stability constraints of explicit PIC codes36. Additionally, iPIC3D is extremely scalable
up to several thousand of cores37.
We consider the initial profiles for the magnetic field and density given in figure 1, where
the two different layers are simulated at y1 = 10 and y2 = 30 di. These profiles equations
read
Bx (y) =

B0
2
y ≤ Ly
4
B0
[
tanh
(
y − y2
λ
)
+R
]
y >
Ly
4
(1a)
(1b)
n (y) =

n0 y ≤ Ly
4
n0
[
1− α tanh
(
y − y2
λ
)
− α tanh2
(
y − y2
λ
)] y > Ly
4
(2a)
(2b)
where x, y and z are, respectively, the North-South, Earth-Sun and East-West (Dawn-Dusk)
direction, and y2 = 0.75Ly.
The upper layer (i.e. at y = 30 di and described by equations 1b and 2b) consists of a
typical balanced asymmetric current sheet often reported in the literature (see e.g. in Quest
and Coroniti 33 and Pritchett 11).
The lower layer is meant to study a very thin current sheet by setting a strong discon-
tinuity (i.e. a step function centered in y2 = 0.25Ly) in both density and magnetic field.
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FIG. 1. Initial profiles of the magnetic field and density considered in the simulation. The layer
at y2 ∼ 30 di simulates the conditions described by the continuous hyperbolic equation 1 and 2,
while the layer set at y1 ∼ 10 di simulates the same asymmetric conditions under a tangential
discontinuity.
This configuration resembles the Riemann’s problem considered in the earliest theories on
magnetopause38 and further MHD models for the study of single tangential discontinuities
standing in this region when the magnetic field is northward (e.g. Biernat et al. 39).
All quantities are normalized to the magnetosheath conditions, including the ion skin
depth di =
c
ωpi
(c is the speed of light and ωpi is the ion plasma frequency), whose value,
given a density of nearly 30 cm−3 (e.g. Cassak and Shay 10), corresponds to a physical
distance of ∼ 42 km. The current sheet half-thickness is here fixed to λ = 0.5di. In order
to satisfy the pressure balance, and choosing a ion-electron temperature ratio Ti = 2Te,
we obtain R = 1
2
and α = 1/3. To save computational time we follow the literature and
use a mass ratio mr = mi/me = 256 by rescaling all related quantities. The temperature
profile is kept constant along the sheet, as often done in the literature (e.g. Swisdak et al. 13 ,
Pritchett 11). These profiles do not give an exact solution of the Vlasov’s equation leading
to a imperfect pressure balance, as pointed out by Pritchett 11 .
A double periodic (40× 40) di box is simulated, with 2048 × 2048 cells and dt ∼ 5.5 ·
10−4ω−1c,i , where ωc,i is the ion gyrofrequency. This leads to a spatial resolution dx ∼ 3 de,
where de is the electron skin depth.
In order to initialize the reconnection, a perturbation is applied on the upper layer. We
considered as perturbation the equation used in Lapenta et al. 40 , namely
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FIG. 2. Out-of-plane component of the current (blue continuous line) and of the drift velocity (red
dotted line). The ion drift has been neglected and the current is totally carried by the electrons.
δA = Az0 cos
(
2pix
L∆
)
cos
(
2pi (y − y2)
L∆
)
× exp
(
− (x2 + (y − y2)2)
σ2
) (3)
where σ gives the strength of the perturbation, L∆ = 10σ and y2 = 0.75Ly. A value of
σ = di/2, i.e. as thick as the current sheet, is sufficient to trigger the reconnection without
influencing the lower layer. No perturbation is set on the lower layer instead, given the
strong tearing instability self-generated by the profiles.
Unlike the symmetric configuration where the fluid drift velocity is constant over the
domain, in this case a variation in the drift velocity is established due to the density asym-
metry. According to the Ampere’s law, an out-of-plane current density must be included,
as
J =
∇×B
µ0
= −B0
λ
sech2
(y
λ
)
· eˆz (4)
Considering the asymmetric density, the shifted velocity profile shown in figure 2 is thus
obtained.
Following previous studies11, ion drift has been neglected and all the current is carried
by electrons.
The current at the lower layer is initially set to zero, making this layer intrinsically
unstable, as suggested in previous literature (e.g. Markidis et al. 41). On the other hand,
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FIG. 3. Electrons density at ∼ 21 ω−1c,i in the two different layers. An advanced stages of the island
merging is visible in the lower layer, whereas in the upper layer the reconnection is at its onset.
this only represents the initial configuration, as a strong current layer rapidly grows across
the discontinuity at the beginning of the simulation.
III. OVERVIEW OF THE RESULTS
This section gives an overview of the main results obtained from the global simulation.
Figure 3 shows the particles density at t ∼ 21 ω−1c,i in order to highlight the differences
between the two layers. The top layer shows some of the well-known signatures of asymmetric
reconnection. Even though still at its onset, one can clearly notice the predominant swelling
of the plasmoids toward the weakest magnetic field region10,11,32.
The lower layer is examined further in figure 4 where the x component of the electron
velocity is plotted at different times (∼ 5 ω−1c,i , ∼ 9 ω−1c,i , ∼ 15 ω−1c,i , ∼ 19 ω−1c,i and ∼ 21 ω−1c,i ).
Due to the considerable gradients and the presence of a strong non-equilibrium condi-
tion, as well as the extreme thinness of the sheet, violent and multiple reconnection events
soon take place in this layer with consequent rapid island merging. The growing magnetic
islands visible at later stages in figure 4 are then the result of a consecutive merging of the
reconnection outflows, followed by the subsequent coalescence between the resulting islands.
The formation of multiple reconnection points is explained with the collapse of the layer
caused by the tearing instability42. Some of these initial reconnection points eventually
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FIG. 4. x component of the electron velocity (normalized to the speed light) at different times,
respectively ∼ 5 ω−1c,i , ∼ 9 ω−1c,i , ∼ 15 ω−1c,i , ∼ 19 ω−1c,i and ∼ 21 ω−1c,i . Notice the rapid islands growth
and coalescence.
become weak and disappear, generating the mutual attraction of the nearest islands which
ultimately lead to the merging28. In coalescing together, two magnetic islands can generate
secondary vertical reconnections31, sometimes called in the literature: anti-reconnections28.
The signature of multiple reconnection points and the presence of coalesced magnetic islands
have also been observed in the magnetotail (e.g. Eriksson et al. 43,44 , Eastwood et al. 45), as
well as the equivalent 3D version known as magnetic flux ropes at the dayside magnetopause
(e.g. Hasegawa et al. 46,Øieroset et al. 47,48).
While the situation just described has not been previously considered in asymmetric cases,
symmetric49 and mono-dimensional asymmetric conditions50 have been reported previously.
Island merging and the resulting effect on electron acceleration in symmetric conditions has
been studied in previous works (Pritchett 30,31 ,Wan and Lapenta 51 ,Oka et al. 28).
Given the violent nature of the phenomena in the lower layer, the focus of the rest of the
study will be on the electron dynamics in this region.
Particles gain energy from two main processes while being trapped within a single mag-
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netic island. This first mechanism has been investigated in Drake et al. 29 and Huang et al. 32 .
In particular, Drake et al. 29 pointed out that the Fermi acceleration mechanism is respon-
sible for the increase of the particle parallel energy during island contractions. The internal
structure of a magnetic islands in both the symmetric and asymmetric conditions has been
studied in Huang et al. 32 . They demonstrated that in asymmetric configurations the inter-
nal current is predominantly carried by the electrons running along the separatrices from
the side with the highest density towards the lowest. This internal pattern leads to the
second process of acceleration. In flowing along the separatrices, the electrons experience
an acceleration when they run in the proximity of the two lateral X-lines of the island,
where the strong out-of-plane electric field formed earlier due to the island contraction is
present. Further efficient particles acceleration is thought to occur after the latest stages of
the coalescence, when the islands become particularly large31.
We compare the parallel and perpendicular electron temperatures at different time steps
in figures 5, 6 and 7 (Multimedia View). This new coordinate system is based on the local
magnetic field lines direction. In particular, the parallel quantity considers the component
aligned to the local direction of the field direction. The in-plane ⊥1 component is aligned
to the B × z direction still lying in the x − y plane, whereas ⊥2 is the third orthogonal
out-of-plane component.
We observe the two perpendicular components of the temperature to be dominant at the
separatrices bordering with the side of lower density and higher magnetic field, mostly at
the earliest stages (e.g. at ∼ 5 and ∼ 9 ω−1c,i ). However, Te⊥1 is later observed to remain
localized after the coalescence of larger islands, while instead Te⊥2 shows a (quasi)-uniformly
heated layer connecting all the lower separatrices.
In contrast, the parallel component shows from the beginning a dominant heating only in
the regions where reconnection is observed to occur. Additionally, we notice the formation
of an alternate pattern between the parallel and in-plane perpendicular components of the
electron temperature in the proximity of the X-lines. The latter are clear in the two central
regions at x ∼ 15 and ∼ 28di of the last three panels in figures 5, 6 and 7, where an
alternate dominance between the parallel (i.e. x ∼ 15 di) and the perpendicular components
(i.e. ∼ 28 di) is glaring.
Finally, particularly interesting are the localized heating patches visible within some
islands, mostly in the perpendicular components, and identified by a black box in figure 6.
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FIG. 5. Parallel component of the electrons temperature Te‖ at different times. These plots under-
line the large heating in some specific regions of the lower side, such as at x ∼ 17 di (Multimedia
View).
This peculiarity will be analyzed in section V and will be shown to occur at the meeting
point of two merging islands. The heating can be a clear signature of what has been earlier
mentioned as anti-reconnection.
IV. RECONNECTION REGIONS AND SEPARATRICES
In order to study the different behavior of electrons in the reconnection regions and in the
separatrices, in figure 8 and 9 the quantity 1−T‖/T⊥1 and 1−T⊥1/T⊥2 are plotted. Three panels
are shown: panels a and b represent the lower layer at two different times (i.e. t ∼ 5 ω−1ci
and t ∼ 21 ω−1ci ), while panel c allows us to directly compare the lower layer with the well
known situation of the asymmetric reconnection in the upper layer at t ∼ 21 ω−1ci .
From these plots we can distinguish three main regions of interest, namely those marked
with X, M and D in the figure. Thanks to the comparison with the situation in the upper
layer (panel c), we can deduce that regions marked with X define the asymmetric reconnec-
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FIG. 6. In-plane perpendicular component of the electron temperature Te⊥1 at different times.
These plots show some features not observed in the parallel component, such as those patches
marked with the black box 1 and 2. Further analysis have proved that these two patches are
actually moving in the opposite directions (Multimedia View).
tion events occurring in the horizontal direction with the clear vertical particles inflow from
the top and the bottom. Regions marked with M instead define those reconnection regions
occurring between two merging islands, which also include those events often identified as
anti-reconnections11,28. We preferred avoiding this latter nomenclature as they do not show
remarkable physical differences with respect to those in the region X, except for the fact
they occur rotated in space with respect to the horizontal inflow. Finally, the third type of
regions are marked with D. These regions show a similar pattern to regions X but with a
few peculiar features. In particular, we distinguish this third region from the others based
on the strong opposite anisotropy observed with respect to regions X. Also, we notice a
secondary double agyrotropic structure forming in these regions exactly above that already
existing (see e.g. around the D-type at x ∼ 16 di in panel b in figure 9).
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FIG. 7. Out-of-plane perpendicular component of the electrons temperature Te⊥2 at different
times. These plots further remark the presence of the patches mentioned for Te⊥1 . Additionally,
this component shows an evident heated layer all over the lower side (Multimedia View).
FIG. 8. Plot of the quantity 1− Te,‖Te,⊥1 to analyze the presence of anisotropies in the system. Panel
a and b show the situation in the lower layer at, respectively, t ∼ 5 ω−1ci and t ∼ 21 ω−1ci . Panel c
represents the upper layer at t ∼ 21 ωci for a direct comparison. Three different type of regions
are distinguished and marked with the letters X, M and D.
15
FIG. 9. Plot of the quantity 1− Te,⊥1Te,⊥2 to analyze the presence of non-gyrotropies in the system at
the same times as in figure 8.
A. X-type reconnection sites
Thanks to the direct comparison between the two different current sheets shown in panels
b and c in figures 8 and 9, we are able to establish that the types X represent the typical
reconnection in asymmetric conditions. The situation is characterized by the presence of an
anisotropic particle inflow. This anisotropy is present also in the symmetric reconnection
case, but here the top-bottom symmetry is of course broken.
The inflow anisotropy is explained by the conservation of the magnetic moment as a con-
sequence of the combined decrease of the in-plane perpendicular magnetic field component
and of the overall magnetic field strength due to the ongoing reconnection. Electrons in this
area are in fact still magnetized. This mechanism is commonly known as adiabatic heating,
and such effect in this region has been explained in Egedal et al. 52,53 . A significant reduction
of T⊥1 in the upper inflows is also visible in figure 6 (see e.g. inflows in panel a). Likewise,
a low-T⊥1 inflows are observed in the side with stronger magnetic field, which show to be
strongly squeezed due to the different resistance encountered by the plasma on this side.
An especially interesting feature is the strong anisotropic narrow layer standing between the
squeezed inflow and the reconnection region, appearing only on the magnetospheric side,
where B is greater and n lower (pointed with an arrow in figure 8, panel c). A similar
finding has been observed and studied in in Egedal et al. 53 .
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B. M-type reconnection sites
Reconnection sites of the type M are observed to occur between closed magnetic field lines
of merging islands. Given the strong non-uniformity of this current sheet, these reconnection
events can either occur in symmetric or asymmetric conditions depending on the history of
previous mergers of islands at earlier times. This explains the fact that in some regions the
particles inflows, which is now horizontal, is symmetrically anisotropic, while in others they
asymmetrically anisotropic, as seen above in regions X. However, some peculiarities seen in
regions X, such as the strong anisotropic layer bordering the side with the higher magnetic
field, are not observed in regions of type M.
The distinguishing hallmark of the M regions are the anisotropic asymmetric vertical
outflows observed to leave the merging points (figure 8). For clarity, the asymmetry just
mentioned concerns the difference in the both heating and outflows with respect to the
horizontal y − z plane adopted in this simulation, and not the asymmetries of the initial
profiles studied in this work. The y-component of the electron velocity in figure 10 shows that
the outflows are in fact preferentially released upwards where the magnetic field is weaker.
However, smaller jets are also detectable downward, although they seem to be confined and
inhibited by the underlying layer.
The anisotropy of these jets is confirmed by the strong perpendicular components clearly
visible in figure 6 and 7. Such considerable perpendicular heating in the outflows resembles
that observed in the symmetric case at the dipolarization fronts54,55. Dipolarization fronts
are mainly caused by the strong interaction between the hot plasma and magnetic fields
flowing out from the reconnection point and the unperturbed ambient plasma. Due to the
presence of an internal localized non-uniform density, interchange instabilities can be excited
ultimately leading to the generation of hot particles56. However, a direct correlation between
the outflow velocity (figure 10) and the heating anisotropy is only confined to the very first
layers, as Vy decreases and vanishes rapidly in a very short range.
C. D-type reconnection sites
The regions marked with D show an opposite behavior with respect to the regions X,
together with some additional features.
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FIG. 10. y-component of the electron velocity in the two layers and at two different times, showing
a dominance of the motion towards from the X-line from the side with the lower magnetic field.
Unlike regions X, these regions no longer show an increase of the anisotropy in the lower
inflow, which seems instead to be included in the underlying anisotropic layer. A top-bottom
symmetry in the anisotropy along the islands profile is evident in the D regions, with a clear
dominance of T‖ at the bottom and a dominance of T⊥1 at the top. With the help of figures
5 and 6, the latter process is better demonstrated by the particular low value of T‖, while
the former is explained with the dominance of T‖ and the small value of T⊥1 .
In particular, the analysis of the parallel electrons velocity given in figure 11 reveals that
in these the islands are diverging. The simultaneous absence of a vertical inflow (figure 10)
and a relevant agyrotropy in the tiny central region (figure 9, e.g. panel b), leads us to
believe that a reconnection event is not occurring in that moment in the D regions.
Nevertheless, we still need to investigate why the parallel component is so strong in the
lower part of the D regions. Parallel heating in the vicinity of the reconnection sites has been
observed in symmetric simulations52,57 and observations (e.g. in Egedal et al. 58 and from
the Cluster satellites in Egedal, Daughton, and Le 57). In classical symmetric conditions the
increase of T‖ has been explained with the Fermi acceleration occurring within a narrow
region of strong parallel electric field52.
A comparison of the electron behavior in regions X and D is shown through the phase
spaces in figure 12 obtained from a vertical cut at x ∼ 15.5 and ∼ 28.5 di. The left
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FIG. 11. Electron parallel velocity at t ∼ 21 ω−1ci . This figure shows the flow of the electrons,
which is predominantly observed along the separatrices. In particular, electrons are seen to con-
verge toward the X-lines (region X) and reach the D regions from the lower separatrices, where
they ultimately interact with each other leading to a parallel heating caused by local streaming
instabilities. Lines marked with cut 1 and cut 2 indicate the vertical-cuts considered for the phase
spaces in figure 12.
column refers to the D regions and indicates that particles experience, within the tiny range
9.7 ≤ y ≤ 10 di, a parallel asymmetric acceleration to either positive or negative values (with
maximum at y ∼ 9.7 di), a thermal heating in the in-plane perpendicular direction (with the
maximum value at y ∼ 9.9 di) and a double acceleration in the out-of-plane perpendicular
direction (with acceleration peaks around y ∼ 9.7 and y ∼ 9.8 di). The situation is different
in the regions X described in the right column. Here particles are observed to experience,
within the same narrow range, a weak simultaneous acceleration and heating in the parallel
direction (with maximum at y ∼ 10 di) and a relevant increment of the thermal energy in
the in-plane perpendicular component (with maximum at y ∼ 9.8 di). Finally, V⊥2 shows
the presence of a strong acceleration in the out-of-plane direction, clear sign of an ongoing
reconnection with no guide field (with the extreme maximum at y ∼ 9.75).
Figure 12 shows the electron phase space along two vertical crossing through the lower
separatrix in two different regions (i.e . region D and X respectively). The role of separa-
trices in symmetric reconnection has been recently reviewed in Lapenta et al. 55 , Lapenta,
Wang, and Cazzola 59 , pointing out their importance on particle energization. Two types of
energization are indeed experienced in this region: an increase in the bulk velocity and an
increase in the thermal energy. Bulk velocity acceleration is due to the presence of a strong
parallel electric field in the vicinity of the reconnection point, which tends to accelerate the
electrons inwards toward the X-line following the separatrices. In our case, this is confirmed
by the parallel electron velocity plotted in figure 11, which shows the electrons to have a
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relevant parallel velocity component in the proximity of the regions X. These particles will
then follow the separatrices to the region D, where these two counter-streams ultimately
interact with each other leading to some streaming instability. The presence of two counter-
streams in the D regions is confirmed by the double parallel stream noticeable in figure 12
and the double beams observed in the velocity distributions shown in figure 13. Addition-
ally, in analyzing the parallel component of the electric field shown in figure 14, we notice
the presence of some bipolar structures predominantly along the lower separatrix (panel a).
The zoom given in the panel b of the same figure shows these structure to be particularly
close to the D regions. Such structures are well-known to appear in the symmetric case
close to the reconnection sites40,55,60, but they were not previously reported in asymmetric
conditions. The value of E‖ on a significant magnetic field line intercepting some of these
bipolar structures (marked in red in panel b) is plotted in panel c of Fig. 14. Despite the
large noise, it is possible to clearly identify the parallel electric field to be locally stronger
(e.g. at x ∼ 13.8 di). On the other hand, an increment of the thermal energy cannot be
explained by the sole presence of the parallel electric field, which can only affect the drift
velocity, not the thermal velocity, of electrons. It has been proven that the main cause
of this type of energization resides in the formation of diverse instabilities driven by the
chaotic particles motions in this very narrow and trafficked layer55. Hence, the simultaneous
presence of two parallel counter-beams and the strong bipolar parallel electric field can be a
signature for the formation of strong localized streaming instabilities, which ultimately lead
to a predominantly parallel heating. A deeper analysis on the particles motion is given in
figure 15 by showing the phase-space and the velocity distribution of the electrons around
the peak observed at x ∼ 13.8 di in figure 14. Even though the phase-space shown in the
left panel does not present any direct signature of the linear phase of growth of instabilities,
the corresponding distribution function plotted in the right panel shows the typical flat-top
distribution of the post-saturation of streaming instabilities61,62.
In concluding this section, let us give a brief discussion on the non-gyrotropies seen in
figure 9. As expected, regions X show a marked deviation from the pure gyrotropy due
to the ongoing reconnection. Likewise, regions M show high non-gyrotropic values exactly
where the merging points are located. Both these effects are observed to persist in time even
after the island merging is concluded. In particular, regions M lead to the formation of the
strong non-gyrotropic spots observable in the center after the islands merge.
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FIG. 12. Comparison of the electrons phase spaces along two vertical-cuts at x ∼
15.5 (region D) and ∼ 28.5di at t ∼ 21 ω−1ci (region X). The different behavior is clearly visi-
ble in all the three components. In particular, the ongoing reconnection is further confirmed by
the strong out-of-plane perpendicular component in the right column (region X).
FIG. 13. Electron velocity distributions in the region D at x ∼ 15.5 and y ∼ 10 di at t ∼ 21 ω−1ci
(the average centered values are pointed out on the top of the figures). This region is the main
crossroad for the particles coming from the nearest reconnection regions (i.e. regions X) and flowing
along the separatrices. Two opposite beams are in fact clearly visible in this region.
On the other hand, the most interesting outcome in figure 9 is the bipolar double layer
underlying the entire domain, which is also visible in the upper current sheet shown in the
last panel. This double structure corresponds to the conjunction of the hot T⊥1 and T⊥2
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FIG. 14. Parallel component of the electric field (panel a), with zoom of a specific region where a
large collection of bipolar fields are observed (panel b). Panel c shows the profile of E‖ along the
magnetic field line marked in red in panel b. A peak in E‖ is seen, e.g., around x ∼ 13.8 di. This
bipolar structure can be the signature of an electron hole.
FIG. 15. Electrons phase space (left panel) and velocity distribution of the parallel component
(right panel) caught around the peak in E‖ seen at x ∼ 13.8 di. The plots show a flat-top distri-
bution typical signature of a post-instability.
layers clearly visible in figures 6 and 7, whose magnitude is given by the stronger effect of,
respectively, either T⊥1 (T⊥2) in the upper (lower) non-gyrotropic structure. A comparison
between panels a and b in figure 9 shows that this structure persists in time. In the D
regions, this non-gyrotropic structure is observed to be quadrupolar. This pattern is more
evident in V⊥1 and V⊥2 of the phase spaces in figure 12 (left column). By following the
y coordinate, we notice that particles at different y coordinates experience a double series
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of, respectively, acceleration in the out-of-plane perpendicular direction or heating in the
in-plane component. Conversely, particles in regions X (right panel in figure 12) experience
only a single series of a strong acceleration in the out-of-plane perpendicular direction or a
thermal heating of the in-plane component. Finally, the analysis of the sequence of motion
of this particular quadrupolar layer shows that it is actually composed of two set of bipolar
layers. The upper set especially appears to be a spin-off of the underlying double structure,
and to be drawn upward during the islands diverging. Within this region, the conditions
are in fact frozen-in and particles are still completely magnetized. They hence tend to
follow those magnetic field lines raising from the central region, however maintaining their
preferential parallel heating.
V. ISLANDS
The instability occurring in the lower current sheet soon leads to the formation of dif-
ferent reconnection points, whose outflows in turn cause the emergence of several magnetic
islands rapidly growing and coalescing with each other. The resulting impact on particle en-
ergization is strongly related to this irregular evolution, as seen in figures 5, 6 and 7. These
figures show that, after an initial rapid merging where the plasmoids present an internal
overall uniform heating, at later stages the internal hot plasma progressively reduce its tem-
perature inward and becomes surrounded by a growing layer of cold plasma. This is due to
the faster cooling that the outer plasma experiences over the internal one. This effect can be
explained by the continuous expansion of the new larger islands caused by merging process
between two smaller ones. The expansion temporarily ceases when the islands coalescence
no longer occurs and a new stable equilibrium between the internal and external plasma is
achieved. After the subsequent merging, the islands start to expand again. The importance
of this process is that, while individual mechanisms tend to heat in a specific direction,
parallel or perpendicular, we find here that an isotropization mechanism is at work.
In spite of the global cooling, however, a series of hotter rings surrounding a hot center
are constantly seen. This effect shows a different pattern in every direction, suggesting the
possibility of localized anisotropic heating mechanisms occurring on some preferential closed
lines, which prevent the plasma from cooling down as the rest of the inner island.
A possible explanation is given by considering the combination of two acceleration mech-
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anisms, namely the betatron and Fermi acceleration. These two mechanisms are controlled
by the constancy of, respectively, the magnetic moment µ and the longitudinal invariant
J63,64. These invariants can be assumed recalling that the fields vary on much slower scales
than the typical particle response time. In the specific case of the increase of the paral-
lel temperature, this temporal variation is thought to be caused by the progressive lateral
contraction of the islands due to the thrust from the nearest reconnection exhausts. This
mechanism is explained by Drake et al. 29 via the mirror effect the particles experience during
this contraction, which lead them to increase their parallel energy.
However, a clear island contraction is not observed in our case, as demonstrated in figure
16, where the y component of the E×B drift is plotted, with superimposed magnetic field
lines.
Likewise, the first adiabatic invariant is defined as µ ∝ E⊥
B
, where E⊥ is the perpendicular
energy. In order for µ to be constant, E⊥ must increase together with the magnitude of the
magnetic field. This mechanism is known as betatron or adiabatic acceleration. This effect
can explain that inner region of reduced perpendicular temperature observed around the
centre of the islands both before and after the merging. These regions in fact represent
the inflow regions of the M-type points explained earlier. Specifically, we know from the
symmetric case that the inflowing particles tend to decrease their perpendicular energy
to compensate the simultaneous decrement of the magnetic field in the same region52, a
mechanism that leads to anisotropy in the inflowing region of reconnection.
Finally, we analyze the localized heated patches visible in the perpendicular components
and marked with 1 and 2 in figure 6 (panel d).
T⊥1 is presented at different times for the same island in figure 17 to show the overall
evolution of this strong perpendicular localized heating. They are clearly originated by the
merging of two islands.
In particular, we can distinguish two patches following a different behavior. The patch
marked with 2 is observed to stream leftwards within the island, and can in turn be split
in the twin streams at the top and the bottom. The second patch, marked with 1, instead
lies outside the island and is observed to move rightwards toward the X-line following the
external field lines bordering the separatrix. In figure 17 we can clearly notice the presence
of two subsequent jets flowing out from two consecutive merging. The first jet is initially
generated by the first merging and later pushed upwards by the upcoming second jet (both
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FIG. 16. Magnetic field lines plotted over the Y component of the E×B term at different times.
A contraction of the inner islands is not clearly visible.
jets are originated and visible at x ∼ 10.2). This event finally generates the patch marked
with 1. The patch marked with 2 is instead originated by the second merging nearly in
the same position and is observed to act at replacing the first jet. This behavior is further
confirmed by observing the twin stream at the bottom. Both these patches initially tend
to flow leftwards. However, while they are being pushed upwards by following the island
expansion, the patch 1 inverts its motion from left to right when it reaches the outer field
line, by flowing back toward the X-line along the upper separatrix. At the end, both of them
are soon cooled and absorbed in the inner background plasma. These peculiar dynamics can
be explained by the difference in velocity of the merging islands. As evident from panels b
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FIG. 17. Evolution of the localized heated patch seen in T⊥1 at different times (i.e. t ∼ 19.2, ∼
19.9 and ∼ 21 ω−1ci . This plot shows that the internal patch is indeed the evolution of the recon-
nection outflows occurring between two merging islands. The first outflow is later pushed upward
by the second outflows from the further reconnection between two innermost magnetic islands.
However, these two flows appear to finally behave differently according to the field line they are
shifted on.
and c in 17, the island approaching from right to left moves faster than that approaching
from the left. This can be explained by the different internal momentum of the frozen-in
plasma due to the different dimension of the two islands.
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We present the results from a fully kinetic simulation of a double periodic box with
two differently configured asymmetric layers. The upper layer is initialized with continuous
profiles of density and magnetic field as suggested in Pritchett 11 . In the lower layer, a strong
discontinuity is set up at initialization, resembling the conditions of a typical Riemann’s
problem (e.g. Ferraro 38).
The lower layer soon becomes unstable, leading to the formation of multiple reconnection
points with the formation and coalescence of several magnetic islands. The centers of the
growing islands move upward and all the process evolves far from the original layer. This
effect is explained in Oka et al. 28 as a consequence of the fact that some of the initial
reconnection points are weak, rapidly vanishing and causing a mutual attraction between
the two neighboring islands. Once these islands encounter, a reversed reconnection event
can take place, which has sometime been defined as anti-reconnection28,31.
The main aim of this work is to analyze the electron dynamics resulting from the violent
multiple reconnections and subsequent island merging at the lower layer, with particular
focus on the inner islands, the reconnection regions and the separatrices. The electrons
heating along the directions parallel and perpendicular to the local magnetic field lines have
been taken into account more in details (figures 5, 6 and 7). The process of the island
merging is more evident at later times, when the number of islands is reduced and their size
larger.
Islands merge as follow. After the collapse of an intermediate X-line, they are attracted
to each other because of the localized current and finally merge together to form a larger
island. This resulting island in turn expands by progressively cooling down from the outer
layer inwards, until the expansion ceases due to the achievement of a temporarily stable
condition between the internal and external plasmas. Finally, two neighboring islands start
again to feel each other’s attractions and eventually coalesce together by repeating the whole
cycle on progressively larger scales.
More interesting is however the result obtained by analyzing the presence of anisotropies
and agyrotropies. Three main regions have been identified according to their different prop-
erties. Regions marked with X represent the traditional reconnection events occurring hor-
izontally with a vertical particle inflows from the top and the bottom. On the contrary,
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regions marked with M identify those reconnection events occurring during the island merg-
ing, which are in particular observed to happen between the inner closed magnetic field
lines.
Thanks to this analysis, we were able to understand the origins of the hotter patches vis-
ible in the perpendicular components and surrounding the centers of the expanding islands,
in spite of their continuous cooling. These patches are generated by the outflows of the
reversed reconnection events occurring between the merging of the internal closed magnetic
fields of two merging islands. Further investigations show them to be indeed two jets from
two consecutive reconnection events. The first jet is soon pushed upwards by the upcoming
second jet. However, even though their initial motion appears to be in the same direction,
the first jet reverses its motion when the outer magnetic lines are reached, by now flowing
along the separatrices towards the X-line of the nearest region X.
Finally, the D regions identify a third type of region which shows an inverse heating
with respect to the regions X. In fact, the presence of a narrow anisotropic layer bordering
the side with stronger magnetic field is seen in both the X and D regions. Those marked
with X show a specific increment of the perpendicular components whereas the D regions
show an increment of the parallel one. A further analysis on the parallel electron velocity
(figure 11) revealed that the islands forming the D regions diverge. Figure 9 shows that the
centers of these regions are nearly gyrotropic, indicating the absence of any reconnection
events. Figure 9 shows the presence of a considerable non-gyrotropic bipolar structure
surrounding the whole domain along the side with the stronger magnetic field and lower
density. The same pattern, but reversed, is also observed in the upper current sheet (same
figure, panel c). This bipolar structure forms since the earliest stages and persist along the
whole simulation. From figures 5, 6 and 7, we notice that this structure is formed by the
proximity of two narrow layers dominated by, respectively, Te,⊥2 (Te,⊥1) in the outer (inner)
layer. The parallel component is globally absent, becoming relevant only near the D regions.
Interestingly, the bipolar structure turns into a quadrupolar structure in the vicinity of
the D regions, where a double alternation of the bipolar layer mentioned above is observed.
This quadrupolar structure is not seen in the upper current sheet. By analyzing the sequence
of motions, this secondary double layer is seen to detach from the underlying structure, as
the particles were drawn upwards during the islands diverging. Within this region conditions
are in fact still frozen-in and particles completely magnetized. They therefore tend to follow
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those magnetic field lines raising from the central region by maintaining their preferential
parallel heating.
The results presented provide important observational hints into what the Magneto-
spheric Multiscale mission (MMS) by NASA is likely to observe when passing regions of
multiple reconnection site in the Earth magnetopause.
In particular, this work can contribute to the understanding of the formation and evo-
lution of magnetic flux ropes, the three dimensional extension of the 2.5D magnetic islands
analyzed here. Remarkable signatures have been evidenced by these simulations, including
the strong anisotropy and agyrotropy grown on specific sides of the system, as well as the
interesting vertical reconnection events between merging islands, whose direct observation
and validation will now be possible thanks to the unprecedented time and space resolution
designed for the MMS mission.
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